
Timi James
Software Engineer

EDUCATION
University of Lagos, B.Sc Business Administration [ Jan. 2019 - July. 2023 ]

SKILLS/TECHNOLOGIES
JavaScript, React, TypeScript, NextJS, Svelte, Docker, Python, Flask, React Native, AWS, MongoDb, PostgreSQL,
DevOps, Algorithms, Data Structures, Cypress, Moralis, K6.

EXPERIENCE

Frontend Engineer - Condueet [ Nov. 2022 - Mar. 2023 ]
 Played a key role in the improvement of the fintech company's web application by contributing to both frontend

development and user interface design, resulting in a more user-friendly and visually appealing product
 Consumed RESTful APIs to integrate backend services.
 Worked with backend services created by the company to provide users with features such as real-time data

syncing, payment gateways, and user authentication.
 Worked collaboratively with other developers using Git to manage version control and ensure efficient code

management and deployment

Full Stack Developer – Frutiv [ Feb. 2022 - Oct. 2022 ]

 Built an Ecommerce application for Web platform using the NextJs framework.
 Conducted regular code reviews and implemented best practices to ensure high-quality code and

efficient web app performance

PERSONAL PROJECTS

Zablot - https://github.com/tjdibbs/zablot

 Based on Edu Tech, this full-stack web application was built using the Next.js framework, Express, and
MongoDB.

 Real time communication using WebSocket.
 Implementation of mongoDb heavy queries
 Social Interaction feature

Reech - https://github.com/tjdibbs/reech/tree/main

 This is a delivery application designed to transport physical goods from one location to another. It was
developed using the React framework and the Google Maps library to provide an intuitive and efficient
user experience.

 Google Map Implementation
 High Quality User Interface & Responsive
 Transformable to mobile application

Pauloxuries - https://github.com/tjdibbs/pauloxuries-client/tree/nextjs_with_custom_server

 A Full Stack E-commerce web application built with NextJs, Express and MySQL
 SEO optimization
 Products Image Optimization and High page loading speed

My nickname is tjdibbs, and my laguages are Yoruba and English ( Proficient ). Things that interest
me are: Listening to music, meeting new people and learning new things, travelling and
swimming.

Email: oderindejames02@gmail.com

LinkedIn: https://www.linkedin.com/in/tjdibbs

GitHub: https://github.com/tjdibbs

Phone no: +2349017241037

Portfolio: https://tjdibbs.zealhub.io
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